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An overview of challenges and
responses

7.17.17.17.17.1 RRRRRecognition of the needecognition of the needecognition of the needecognition of the needecognition of the need

A number of significant lessons can be gleaned from the experiences of
the case study ports that have been successful in generating trade growth
in hinterland markets and other areas outside of their natural catchments.
In pursuing their growth strategies, the ports have all implemented ways
of moving cargo as efficiently as possible through the port and on to rail
or road transport corridors so that it reaches customers with minimal
turnaround time and at minimal cost.

None of the ports has been able to achieve these outcomes alone. They
have all depended on the development of an innovative range of
relationships and arrangements with other transport and logistics
providers such as railway operators, inland hub and distribution centres,
third party logistics providers, trucking companies and public and private
road builders to form an integrated intermodal service. Without the
development of interconnecting road and rail systems, as well as flexible
and responsive service delivery arrangements, the ports’ capacity to attract
cargo owners and shipping carriers and penetrate inland or distant
markets would be seriously impeded.

Another major factor in their success has been the support of regional and
federal governments that have in large part provided or underwritten the
significant amount of capital that is needed to cover the cost of investment
in infrastructure.

Not just in South East Asia and China where export and import trade is
growing rapidly, but also throughout Asian countries as a whole, high
quality intermodal services are needed to support the effective and
efficient flow of goods between manufacturers and customers. There are
signs that awareness of the need for integrated transport infrastructure is
growing. For example, a China Daily article of 6 June 2000 reported a
government official as stating that China’s logistics industry had not kept
pace with the country’s rapid economic development and the shift to a
market economy. The article stressed the importance of a rapid
development of the logistics industry to improve the quality and structure
of the national economy. It put forward the view that the development
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of the logistics industry was necessary to meet the expected demands of
growth in international trade expected from the People’s Republic of
China’s entry to the World Trade Organization.

7.27.27.27.27.2 Some successful storiesSome successful storiesSome successful storiesSome successful storiesSome successful stories

While transport infrastructure has developed rapidly in many Asian
countries over the last ten years, integrated linkages between road, rail,
inland waterways and seaports, along with logistics services and facilities
such as inland container depots and hubs, are not common. Nevertheless,
a number of countries, including the People’s Republic of China, India,
Thailand and Malaysia, have implemented a range of successful initiatives.

For example, the ICD facility at Lard Krabang in Thailand, which now
handles a significant share of Thailand’s international container traffic,
provides an example of the effective implementation of intermodal policy
involving the financing, construction and operation of new infrastructure.

In India, where intermodal operations are mainly in the hands of the
Container Corporation of India Ltd., (Concor), the practice of ports having
access to intermodal networks to reach hinterland markets is well
established. Since 1989 Concor has developed thirty-one export/import
terminals and nine domestic terminals handling over 900,000 TEU. At
these ICDs, containers are stuffed and sent via a combination of road and
rail to the port of exit, including those at Chennai, Kandla, Haldia
(Calcutta), Visakhapatnam and Shalimar (Kolkata), as shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Concor’s intermodal network
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Part of Concor’s development of these intermodal links has been through
partnerships with shipping companies such as Maersk India, with whom
it is soon to open one of Asia’s largest inland container depots at Dadri
near New Delhi.1

When fully developed, the depot will operate as an intermodal logistics
hub that will be serviced by six railway lines. With the Dadri operation,
Concor is taking a landlord position and providing space to other logistics
firms, container freight station (CFS) operators and shipping lines to set
up their own facilities within the premises. Concor and Maersk have
already formed a 49 per cent/51 per cent joint venture firm called Star
Track Terminals with an equity of Rs 160 billion to set up an independent
CFS on the premises.2 The Dadri development is part of Concor’s plans
to establish container handling terminals also at Dhappar, Mirzapur, Kota,
Agra, Ankleshwar, Gandhidham, Tirupur, Raipur and Bhopal.3

In 1999, Malaysia’s national rail operator KTM Berhad and the State
Railway of Thailand (SRT) launched their joint landbridge project.
Designed to promote import and export traffic moving between the two
countries, the landbridging arrangement has extended Port Klang’s
hinterland beyond Malaysia’s border into Thailand and South East Asia.
Under the terms of the 1999 agreement, the two parties utilise compatible
rail networks to make Bangkok a land hub and Port Klang a sea hub.
Using more than thirty weekly routes, other landbridge services operate
between Singapore and Bangkok (via Malaysia) and between Singapore
and Port Klang.4

Cargo crosses the border stations between Malaysia and Thailand every
day in Padang Besar, Perlis and Rantau Pahjang, Kelantan without having
to be unloaded and with only a brief pause for customs clearance due to
the cooperation of customs and immigration officials of both countries.
Freight services are ided by the State Railway of Thailand and KTM
Berhad.

7.37.37.37.37.3 Much remains to be doneMuch remains to be doneMuch remains to be doneMuch remains to be doneMuch remains to be done

The level of sophistication in logistics and intermodal operations varies
greatly across the ESCAP region. In Singapore, and Hong Kong, China,
ports have access to intermodal services that rival those in the

1 The map showing Concor’s intermodal network in India is taken from the
Concor website at http://www.concorindia.com/

2 India First Foundation, July 2003, available at http://www.indiafirstfoundation. org
3 Christopher, Paul, CONCOR unveils growth strategy, available at http://www.

ci-online.co.uk/
4 Containerisation International, May 2002.
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United States and Europe. As previously noted, India has quite an
extensive network of intermodal services that are being continuously
upgraded and expanded. Ports on the west coast compete with Chennai
Port and others located in the Bay of Bengal area for cargo moving to and
from the Far East, Delhi and the provinces of northern India. Malaysian
container ports compete for cargo moving in and out of the ports located
in southern Thailand.

However, these examples are the exception for Asia. Although most Asian
countries have relied on marine transport because industrial development
has tended to occur along the coastal regions, there is little physical or
organizational infrastructure for moving goods from the ports into the
hinterland. A number of factors combine to make it very difficult for Asia
to achieve integrated intermodal operations on the continent-wide scale
that is emerging in Europe and United States, at least in the short term.

For example, although there have been a number of intergovernmental
initiatives to facilitate the smooth flow of goods within one country and
across borders into other, landlocked countries, political fragmentation and
difficult to reconcile regulatory and transport system differences still
remain significant barriers. Geographical barriers, such as inland
waterways that are too shallow or narrow, or landmasses that impede
efficient transport connections are expensive for governments with scarce
capital resources available.

These inherent difficulties are compounded by the fact that many Asian
countries are also challenged by skill shortages, and retain institutional
arrangements (particularly in the port sector) that tend to be centralized
and bureaucratic. As a result, most Asian ports (with the major exceptions,
the transhipment hubs) remain bound to a relatively small and well-
defined hinterland.

7.47.47.47.47.4 The potential gain from better intermodalThe potential gain from better intermodalThe potential gain from better intermodalThe potential gain from better intermodalThe potential gain from better intermodal
transport networkstransport networkstransport networkstransport networkstransport networks

The initiatives that will be required to develop high quality intermodal
systems spanning the Asian continent are wide-ranging and complex.
They traverse the bounds of responsibility between transport policy and
administrative organizations on the one hand, and customs and
immigration authorities on the other. The effective resolution of many of
the problems will therefore require coordinated actions by both groups.

However, the potential gains available from promoting the type of
intermodal integration that would allow Asian ports to develop effective
and efficient linkages beyond their traditional hinterland markets are
extensive and multi-faceted. Benefits and challenges of greater intermodal
integration include:
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the reduction of the high dwell times currently experienced both
within ports and at inland border checkpoints, resulting either from
slow customs inspection, slow document transmission, intermodal
transfer delays, operational delays, or all four of these;
reduced congestion of the land transport accesses to ports through the
relocation outside ports of certain container handling/processing
activities, such as container stuffing/stripping and customs inspection;
improved rail (and sometimes road) access to ports resulting in
reductions in the number of times containers are handled;
cost savings through improved coordination of rail and road loading/
unloading activities in ports;
removal of institutional blockages to the free flow of transit vehicles
and cargo in the hinterland (i.e. between borders) through better
coordination of customs and immigration procedures on either side of
land borders;
more efficient methods for transhipping containers or cargoes between
different railway gauges;
simplification of documentary requirements for door-to-door
consignments involving more than one mode; and
a more consistent approach to railway tariff setting in international
transport corridors, removing the competitive disadvantage currently
suffered by rail compared to other transport modes, and encouraging
model shift from road to rail.

7.57.57.57.57.5 PPPPPorts and the supply chainorts and the supply chainorts and the supply chainorts and the supply chainorts and the supply chain

Of the many changes brought about by globalization, one of the most
obvious is the importance that logistics plays in developing and
maintaining a competitive advantage for a business.

Businesses have been forced to improve their supply chain management
systems and in particular their ability to achieve a rapid response to an
order placement or to meet increasingly shorter delivery times. This has
been accompanied by a continual search for reduced handling and
transportation costs. The increased use of intermodal terminals and
facilities has the potential to contribute to both of these goals.

This in turn requires a transformation of a port’s view of its role – a
transformation that has not yet been fully accomplished. In some
instances, the port sector has been slow to realize that ports are not an
end point in themselves, but rather that they are links in a supply chain.
It is the performance of all the elements of the chain in meeting the
customers’ needs, not just the performance of facilities within the port,
that will determine the path that freight will take.
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Although this change in attitude requires ports to take a broader view of
their role than has traditionally been the case, a clear understanding of the
limits of the port organization’s influence is also essential if both funds
and management attention are to be properly focussed. Ports can take
steps to influence microeconomic factors and reduce costs and improve
supply chain performance by integrating their operations with both the
upstream and downstream links of the supply chain, but they have very
limited ability to make changes to macroeconomic factors that influence
industry competitiveness and performance.

7.67.67.67.67.6 What government can doWhat government can doWhat government can doWhat government can doWhat government can do

Governments can play four major roles in assisting the development of
effective intermodal operations. They can:

work in the international sphere to reduce the costs of political
fragmentation by reducing impediments to international trade and
exchange;
establish policies which foster market conditions that encourage
competition and efficiency;
establish policies that actively and specifically encourage the
development of intermodal facilities and services; and
facilitate the development of new industry and work practices by
direct and indirect support of education and training, and research and
development initiatives.
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